BEFORE
Do you feel stuck, lacking clarity and direction? Do you feel like your whole life is passing you by
while your truest desires die within you? Is visualization and positive thinking simply not enough
to turn your whole life around?
Join The FREE 5 Day Manifestation Challenge & learn exactly how to bust through fear, silence
your inner critic and actually GET what you want.
Manifestation is your natural superpower, and you will be a born co-creator once you figure out
what you need to do.
Sign up today and get instant access to these bonuses:
-Beautiful Intentions Worksheet to help you get clear on what you want
-“I am that I am” meditation to help you raise your vibration to match your desires.
-A spot in the 5-Day Manifesting challenge that starts on Monday, April 3rd.
If you want to learn the secrets to manifesting that most people simply don’t understand; if you
want to learn how to easily become a vibrational match for your desires; or the most important
part of the manifestation process, then this challenge is for you.

AFTER
Dear Law of Attraction Junkie,
What if:
… Putting out your wish list to the universe was as easy as ordering dessert at your favorite
restaurant?
… And you didn’t have to meditate 10 hours a day to manifest what you’ve asked for?
… Or think ONLY positive thoughts and affirm “I’m so rich and happy” in the mirror each
morning?
… Instead you could simplify the whole process and effortlessly become a magnet for what you
want?
… And best of all, you could make this transformation happen FAST.
Great news…you can!
www.herbusinessboutique.com

I know ‘cause I’ve done it.
And I’m far from perfect.
Hey, it’s ___________ from www.URL.com
And I’m here to take you from frustrated girl (who’s read every self-help book) to manifesting
maven in charge of her life.
In fact, I’ve created a FREE 5 day manifestation challenge to help you bust through the fear,
silence your inner critic and quickly get what you want.
We kick things off on Monday, April 3rd.
These tips work for me... and I'm so excited to share them with you.
You can go here to sign up.
www.URL.com
When you get there, just add your name and email and you’re all set.
Remember it’s free.
And there’s no catch…of course it would be great if you shared this post with a friend. I'm pretty
sure they’ll thank you for it.
Either way, I’ll see you in the challenge!
We start (insert date).
Manifesting Queen,
Your name x
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HERE’S HOW TO DO THIS IN YOUR BIZ
1. Target other people’s audiences only - this can be an individual or a book like the secret
etc.
2. Aim for a larger audience - 1 million
3. Select only on desktop and mobile newsfeed
4. Keep your lines short. Make sure there are spaces in between each one of your lines.
5. Include the link to the landing page at least twice in the ad copy
6. Address your target client by name. Ie: ATTN: health coaches. Dear LOA junkie
7. Take a contrary stance
8. What are they sceptical about? Address that in the ad copy
9. Why would they object to doing what you’re asking in the ad? Address that in the copy
10. Give super clear and precise directions. Like you would to a 5 year old.

COPY TIPS - answer the following as your client anytime you need to write copy
I want...
I don’t want...
I think...
I feel...
RECOMMENDED READING
Ogilivy - On advertising
Words That Sell
Jon Loomer/Claire Pells for all things FB ads
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